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Abstract: Consistent access to web application contents is of paramount importance to its end users. Irrespective of a user’s location and the
internet condition, there is the desire to interact with web applications, particularly through the use of mobile devices. Attempts have been made
by previous researchers to introduce the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) caching otherwise known as the browser cache which is
automatically enabled by the browser and the Application Cache (AppCache) as an attempt to foster offline accessibility. While these
approaches have helped, there still exists the problem of poor memory management and content validity.
A systematic Literature Review (SLR) was done on existing techniques, after which an overview of Service Workers (SW) and the identification
of various SW caching strategies were proposed. Any of the proposed SW strategies can be adopted by web application developers based on the
network condition and the contents of the application as this will help in reducing the loading time of the application, promote efficient mobile
memory management, and increase the number of active users.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

With the increase in the number of mobile devices,
accessibility to web application contents and resources has
become a great deal. According to (Statista, 2021) the world
has 4.6 billion active Internet users out of which 4.3 billion
access the Internet via mobile devices. Also, (Mayuran
Sivakumaran & Iacopino, 2019; Taylor & Silver, 2019) showed
that there are more than 5 billion people who possess at least a
mobile device of which 57% of these devices are smartphones.
It has therefore become a necessity to satisfy the need of the
increasing smartphone users by developing necessary
applications. The swift movement of humans from one place to
another either on land, sea, or air can guarantee 100% access to
mobile networks which can therefore lead to a sudden
disconnect from the internet and cause a web application to go
into an offline state thereby disrupting a user’s flow of work.
Web application developers have tried to overcome these
challenges faced by users through the rendering of pre-stored
contents and assets which might become obsolete over time
(Akeem & Sun, 2018) to users in an offline state. while this
appears as a breakthrough for some developers, such web
applications battle with the problem of poor memory
management as it uses up limited storage within mobile devices
(Al-Hunaiyyan et al., 2017; Eka et al., 2019; Oyelere et al.,
2016) thereby bringing about poor memory management. Other
developers have tried to harness the benefits offered by cache
memories in a web browser. While caching might seem to be a
preferred solution by keeping web contents for a specific
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period, it does not support the background synchronization of
contents with the database (Chen, 2020). This research work,
therefore, aims at proposing the integration of service workers
in providing accessibility of web content to its users.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Caching is a mechanism that helps software applications
reduce the number of hits to the database server which in turn
improves the overall system performance (Meysam, 2018).
Caching strategies in software applications have been
developed because of the constant increase in application users
requests (Zulfa et al., 2020), these strategies can be
implemented in different locations (client, proxy, or server).
The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) caching otherwise
known as the browser cache which is automatically enabled by
the browser stores related resources (assets) the first time a
browser loads a web page and subsequently presents such
assets to the users in the future as long as the life of such
resources has not expired. While HTTP caching still plays an
important role in web applications, it is not reliable when the
network is unstable or down (Chen, 2020). To overcome the
limitation of the browser cache, the Application Cache
(AppCache) was introduced to provide offline browsing to
users as well as increase the speed and resilience of application
software (Bidelman, 2013). In the AppCache, once a file is
cached the browser shows the cached version even if there has
been a change in the file on the server except if a change is
made to the manifest file which will cause the entire files to be
downloaded again (James, 2012), also an AppCache cannot be
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partially updated which has led to security and terrible usability
issues (Firtman, 2016), currently there are plans remove
support for AppCache by Chrome and other Chromium-based
browsers (Posnick, 2021).
These limitations associated with the AppCache have led to
the introduction of Service Worker (SW) which is a script that
executes in a separate thread from the browser user interface in
the background. It makes it possible for web applications to
function offline (Chris, 2021; Firtman, 2016). The cache logic
of the service worker does not need to be consistent with the
HTTP caching expiry logic. SW which is a major component in
the emerging Progressive Web Applications (PWA) mobile
development approach, is a set of Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) that allows applications to work offline by
intercepting network requests to deliver programmatically
cached responses and preloaded assets, it also manages push
notification, synchronizes background data even when the
application is not in use and allows users to install the
application to the home screen of their mobile devices
irrespective of the form factor (Lee et al., 2018).
Based on the review, it is evident that existing mechanisms
that attempted to provide offline access to web applications
have not proved efficient. An attempt is therefore made to

propose the use of service workers along with some caching
strategies to effectively offer offline access to web application
users.
III.

SERVICE WORKERS

A. Overview of Service Workers
This is a technological component that facilitates the major
functionalities of the Progressive Web Applications (PWAs). It
is the key to unlocking the powers of PWAs because PWAs
cannot work correctly without the implementation of service
workers (Hume, 2018). It is an event-driven script that runs in
the background on a separate browser thread to offer technical
features such as background synchronization which defers
actions until the user has stable connectivity, and push
notifications that engage the users while the application is not
opened (Gambhir & Raj, 2018; Parbat, 2018). As of today,
when users attempt to view a website or web application with a
flaky network connection, or lost network connection in the
process, they are shown a response as depicted in figure 1.

Figure 1: A Mobile and Desktop View of a Web Application in an Offline State
Figure 1 implies that the current offline state of websites
cannot provide any iota of useful information to its users. This
is where the service worker comes in to turn the error as seen in
figure 2.10 into something that can gracefully be handled.
Invariably, the service worker acts as a proxy between the
browser and the network that can run even when the browser is
closed. According to (Mishra, 2016), SW is a programmable
proxy where programmers can handle the network requests as
shown in figure 2.

(a) Regular Web Applications
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(b) Web Applications with Service Worker
Figure 2: Service Worker
(Researcher’s Image)

as

a

Network

Proxy

While figure 2(a) shows how a regular web connects to the
Internet to retrieve a user’s request, figure 2.11(b) shows how
the SW resides between the application and the network which
then decides when to retrieve contents from the cache and
when to retrieve them from the network.
Every registered service worker runs on a separate thread
different from the browser’s main thread which runs
persistently in the background even when the associated
application is closed (Lee et al., 2018). (Malavolta et al., 2017)
researched to confirm if there is a negative impact of the
service worker on the energy efficiency of PWA. The result
showed there was no significant impact on energy
consumption. SW does not have direct access to the Document
Object Model (DOM) because it is a JS worker, this is handled
such that the SW communicates with pages on which it is
applied by responding to messages sent through the
2
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PostMessage() which in turn will modify the DOM (Gambhir
& Raj, 2018). Because the SW can intercept network requests
and can in one way or the other modify the content or even
replace it with new ones, it is therefore imperative that SW are
served over HTTPS (Parbat, 2018). HTTPS registers an SW on
a browser and binds it t a website origin as defined by the
HTTPS protocol, port, and domain. The essence of this is to
secure the applications and prevent users from security attacks
such as man-in-the-middle attack (Lee et al., 2018; Parbat,
2018).
Service workers are quite different from the standard JS
files, though they are both written in JavaScript, the differences
are highlighted as follows:
• SW runs its global script context.
• SW is not tied to a particular web page.
• SW cannot modify elements on the web page because
it has no DOM access.
• SW can be only be served on the HTTPS protocol.

SW is designed to be completely asynchronous thereby
making it impossible to access synchronous components such
as the local storage.
B. Service Worker (SW) Life Cycle and Events
The SW is a short-life span event-driven script that is
downloaded in the background whenever the user visits the
pages (Gambhir & Raj, 2018; Parbat, 2018). Developers having
good control over the cached resources is imperative in
developing offline applications which can work optimally on a
poor network. A service worker goes through different stages
otherwise known as the service worker life cycle. Figure 3
shows the SW lifecycle that will take place when a user visits a
webpage.

Figure 3: Lifecycle of a Service Worker (Researcher’s Image)
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As depicted in figure 3 when a user accesses a webpage for
the first time, the register() function is called during which the
browser will download, parse, and execute the SW. Also,
before a successful registration, there will be a check to see if
the browser supports SW. Listing 1 shows sample codes used
to register a service worker.
Once the SW has been successfully registered, the install
event is activated to install the SW and initially cache the
important assets of the websites. Listing 2 shows the install
events and the caching assets. Once the installation of the SW
is successful, the activate event is fired once and the SW is now
in control of things within the scope in which it was defined.
Listing 3 shows the activate event. Once activated, the SW
begins to receive fetch and synchronization events which are
triggered multiple times (based on each HTTPS request) as the
user navigates from one page to another as shown in Listing 4.
1) Register Event: This event is used to register the
presence of the service worker in the CB-MLMS and also to
specify the location of the SW. Listing 4.2 shows the codes
used in registering the service worker.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

let swURL = `path-to-serviceWorker/sw.js`;
if ("serviceWorker" in navigator) {
navigator.serviceWorker
.register(swURL)
.then((res) => console.log("Service Worker
Registered", res))
6.
.catch((err) => console.log("Service Worker not
registered", err));
7.
}
Listing 1: Sample code for the Register Event
From the above listing,
• Line 1: Specifies the path to the service worker script.
• Line 2: Checks to see if the student’s browser supports
SW before proceeding with the registration.
•
•
•
•

Line 3-4: Registers the service worker found in the
specified location.
Line 5: Logs a statement to the console to the console
if the registration is successful.
Line 6: Logs a statement to the console to the console
if the registration is not successful.

2) Register Event: After a successful registration, this
install event is fired to install the specified SW, while this
process is ongoing, the constant assets of the CB-MLMS are
pushed into a static cache memory.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

self.addEventListener("install", (evt) => {
evt.waitUntil(
caches.open(staticCacheName).then((cache) => {
cache.addAll(assets); //addding all assets
console.log("Caching all assets");
})
);
});
Listing 2: Sample Codes to Install and Cache Assets

From the above Listing,
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•
•
•
•

Line 1: This fires the install event (self – refers to the
service worker).
Line 2: While the event is being fired, this line puts
the install event on hold
Line 3-4: While the event is on hold, the static cache
is opened and loaded with the static assets of the CBMLMS.
Line 5: Logs a statement to the console to show the
caching of all assets.

3) Activate Event: A successful installation of the service
worker does not connote the activeness of a service worker.
The service worker only becomes activated after the activate
event is fired. Upon activation, the old cache memory is
expunged for the service worker.
1. self.addEventListener("activate", (evt) => {
2.
evt.waitUntil(
3.
caches.keys().then((keys) => {
4.
return Promise.all(
5.
keys
6.
.filter((key) => key !== staticCacheName && key
!== dynamicCacheName)
7.
.map((key) => caches.delete(key))
8.
);
9.
})
10. );
11. });
Listing 3: Sample Codes to Activate the Service Worker
From the above Listing,
• Line 1: This fires the activate event (self – refers to
the service worker).
• Line 2: While the event is being fired, this line puts
the activated event on hold
• Line 3-7: This checks the current key(s) for the
current cache memories (static and dynamic)
respectively and deletes any cache memory that does
not correspond with the current cache memory.
4) Fetch Event: After activation, the service worker begins
to receive requests and synchronization events which will be
triggered multiple times based on the HTTPS request as the
users navigate from one page to another. While requests are
made, the Dynamic cache memory is checked for a
corresponding response, if the response is not found, then the
request is fetched and the dynamic cache is updated.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

self.addEventListener("fetch", (evt) => {
evt.respondWith(
caches
.match(evt.request)
.then((cacheRes) => {
return (
cacheRes ||
fetch(evt.request).then((fetchRes) => {
return
caches.open(dynamicCacheName).then((cache) => {
cache.put(evt.request.url, fetchRes.clone());
limitCacheSize(dynamicCacheName, 40);
return fetchRes;
});
})
);
})
4
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17.
.catch(() => {
18.
if (evt.request.url.indexOf(".js") > -1) {
19.
return caches.match("/fallback");
20.
}
21.
})
22.
);
23. });
Listing 4: Sample Codes for the Service Worker Fetch
Event
From the above Listing,
• Line 1: This fires the fetch event (self – refers to the
service worker) whenever a request is made.
• Line 2-4: This checks the cache for a match with the
user’s request.
• Line 5-10: Once there is a match, the cached response
is sent back to the user, if not the response to the
request is pulled from the server, and a clone is made
which is sent and stored in the dynamic cache.

•

•

Line 11: Shows the number of responses that can be
stored in the Dynamic cache at any given time. Once
the number is exceeded, the first response in the
dynamic cache is automatically deleted.
Line 17-20: This shows a customized fallback page to
the user if the user requests any file other than
JavaScript file.

C. Browser Compatibility with Service Worker (SW)
SW is progressive and thus the experience varies across
browsers (Parbat, 2018). For a PWA to fully implement its
SW functionality, the user’s browser must be fully compatible
with SW. however, browsers with partial compatibility will
experience some benefits of SW due to to its progressive
enhancement nature. Figure 4 shows the current browser
compatibility.

Figure 4: Current Browser Compatibility for Service Worker [19]
As shown in figure, there are eleven (11) browsers that fully
support SW, two (2) browsers partially support SW, and three
(3) browsers do not support SW at all. Comparing this report
with that of (Parbat, 2018) where only 5 browsers fully
supported SW, shows a consistent and significant increase in
the number of browsers that fully supports SW, which implies
that in coming years, all browsers will fully support SW thus
making PWA a great choice.
IV.

SERVICE WORKERS CACHING STRATEGIES

The SW can implement caching various scenarios to
effectively present offline contents to users based on the
© 2020-2022, IJARCS All Rights Reserved

network condition and the content. Below are various SW
caching strategies that can be utilized by web application
developers:
A. Fastest Caching Strategy
This strategy presents to the users the content that can be
loaded first from the server through a network request or the
cache memory. This is an efficient strategy with almost fresh
content. The fastest strategy is depicted in figure 5.
B. Fastest Caching Strategy
Here, an attempt is made to provide a response based on the
user’s request from the cache. If the corresponding response is
found in the cache (cache hit), it is sent to the user but the
corresponding response is not found in the cache (cache miss),
5
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then the response will be pulled from the server through the
network after which the cache will be updated. This caching
strategy is efficient as it reduces the response time. However,
the content in the cache might be outdated. This strategy is
suitable for data that are stable over time. Figure 6
diagrammatically shows this strategy.
C. Network First Strategy
This is the direct opposite of the cache first approach. Here,
an attempt is made to retrieve the user’s response first from the
network. If the network connection is established, then it is a
success. If a network connection is unavailable, then the cache
is accessed to retrieve the most recent data that correspond to
the user’s request. The advantage of this approach is that data
presented to the users will always be updated provided there is
a network connection. Network connection time out is however
a challenge. This approach is the best fit for data that are

(a) Web Resources Already Cached

constantly updated.
diagrammatically.

Figure

7

shows

this

strategy

D. Cache Only Strategy
This strategy loads users' responses from the cache only.
There is no option for a network connection. This approach
provides a fast response to the user but can only be utilized for
data that are permanently cached and never needs to be
updated. The cache-only strategy is depicted in figure 8.
E. Network Only Strategy
This approach ensures that responses are only gotten
through the network. Cache memory is not accessed even if
they are available. Figure 9 shows the representation of this
strategy.

(b) Web Resources Not Cached
Figure 5: Fastest Caching Strategy

(a) Web Resources Already Cached

(b) Web Resources Not Cached

Figure 6: Cache First Caching Strategy

(a) Presence of Network Connection
(b) Absence of Network Connection
Figure 7: Cache First Caching Strategy
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Figure 8: Cache Only Caching Strategy

Figure 9: Network Only Caching Strategy
[5]

V.

CONCLUSION

Various approaches can be adopted in the development of
web applications by incorporating various caching mechanisms
such as the Hypertext Transfer Protocol cache otherwise known
as the browser cache, AppCache, and so on. So far, the research
has been able to propose five (5) service worker caching
strategies that can be adopted by web application developers to
support offline accessibility, maintain content validity by
supporting background content synchronization either in the
presence or absence of internet connections. The integration of
service workers into web applications can go a long way in
improving the loading time as well as increase the number of
daily active users of a web application.
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